
10-OCT-2020 Update notification and method for camera's software & APP server

A：KG895(APP user) upgrade steps that were in use before 24 O'clock on October 09, 2020.

1）Check the camera FW and upgrade to KG895NC2Dx14695.
The latest software version can be downloaded at www.keepGuard.org,Or contact your local agent, or E-mail to 
vivien@keepguard.com
2)  Clean up the pictures and video files in the mobile phone APP, and download the useful files to the mobile phone 
to save.The company is not responsible for the loss of files after the upgrade if the files are not cleaned and backed 
up.

(APP Store 2.1, Google Play 1.0.5)

4) After updating the camera software, reactivate the camera with the correct NETWORK file, and press the LEFT
button to take photos and send them to the server to register the camera(Very important).
5）Try to take a few photos and videos, such as the APP received pictures and videos, the upgrade completed.
6）If the APP or camera does not work after the upgrade, please contact us and describe the difficulties and problems 
you encountered in which step. Email us at vivien@keepguard.com and we will get back to you as soon as possible.

Important reminder:
1,As far as possible a camera fixed using a SIM card.
2,Periodically and immediately remove unwanted images and videos to reduce server memory footprint.
3,Activate the camera, should add a camera in the APP first, and then on the camera sending pictures to 
activate the server by manual.(Very important).
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Activate the camera using a NETWORK file and 
register the camera with the server：

Copy the saved "network.cfg" file to the blank SD 
card, insert the SD card and SIM card into the camera, 
and unplug the camera key to SETUP, and you will see 
"4G Init... ", about 25S until the camera detects the 
signal and says "4G Init OK... "(if operating in a place 
with a strong signal, the wait time will be shortened, 
otherwise it will increase), and then" Send 
StatusReport... "" Request Command... "About 10 
seconds after the check is completed, the red words 
on the screen disappear, and then press" left "to take 
a photo. When the photo is taken, the screen will 
display" Upload Thumbnail... "" the Upload Thumbnail 
Success... "" Request Command... "" Request Success! 
cars only ", indicating that the trial photo has been 
sent to the server.

The camera software upgrade method is 
as follows:

1. Unzip the file “KG895XXXXXX_SD.BRN”
& “upgrade.ena”and put it in the SD 
CARD root directory;
2, Insert SD CARD into the camera;
3, Press and hold “UP” button and turn 
to the SETUP, the Display LCD can see 
"Firmware updating...",Until the text 
disappears and the software upgrade is 
complete.
4. The software version number can be 
viewed in the camera menu.
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KG895 4G camera APP

Search GUARDPOINT in APP store, or scan below the 
code,then install the APP

ISO APP Android APP
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APP Store 2.1 Google Play 1.0.5
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